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Vol. 21-No. 27 Eastern Washhigton Cheney, vVastn·ngton 99004 Wednesday, May 26, 1971 
A.S. Financ·e Co111mittee 
Budget Hearings Drop Y earhook, 
. . 
All Clubs; Most Budgets Cut 
" ,t,?, . .._,,_. \ ~ . . 
\t'-'(R. . . • ··~ ' . 
t( d>ti •r-.' \ ~ I ~,,_ .tti 
ENTERTAINING SOME NEW FOUND FRIENDS is Charlie, recently ol Monmouth, Oregon. Charlie used to 
sit quietly in the lobby of the Student Union Building at Oregon College of Education where he is <was) the 
school mascot-until after. the track meet i!n Monmouth last weekend, ~hat is. Then Charlie decided to move to 
Cheney, a stuffed wolf, poses here with (left to right) Bob Maplestone, Kelly Durgan, Mark Lindstrom, Greg 
Meeks, Dick Grossett, and Jeff Jordan. 
New Execs Have Summer Tasks 
The newly elected Associated 
Student officers will spend the 
summer reorganizing the 
government and pressing for a 
decision on the b~er-on-campus 
issue, said president-elect John 
Allen. 
"The files are scarce," he said. 
"This year's government hasn't 
left us with much to continue on 
with." 
timistic that permission will be 
granted. 
Allen said he realizes the A.S. 
government is only a "gift" from 
the institution, and that "we only 
have so much power" and have to 
be careful how it is exercised. He 
indicated the summer will be used 
to "feel out" the campus, the 
people with whom they have to 
work, the resources ·available to 
them, and the needs of the students 
"and the community." 
within the A.S. have new programs 
''to work out'' but did not clarify 
what these consisted of. 
All the A.S. executives plan to be 
around throughout the summer 
fulfilling their jobs. No summer 
chairman has been selected, 
Little policy-making occured 
during .the summer months and 
fall quarter was spent organizing 
and getting underway. Allen ex-
pressed the desire to get all this 
done before fall term begins, 
allowing effectiveness and ef-
ficiency right fromthe start. 
Budget requests totalling over 
$370,000 await action at tonight's 
Associated Student Legislature 
meeting. 
With only $259,905 estimated 
available revenue, at least 15 
requests could be turned down 
completely and most of the 76 
requested. A.S. Treasurer Mark 
Lobdell, also chaj.rman of the 
finance committee, said the 
committee decided . before the 
meeting that no clubs would be 
funded at this time. 
Clubs could return to the 
legislature next year and request 
f"'lltNINIIIINIII-IIININI-INNN-llltlllllNIIIIIIIII-Nlltlll-ll-llNfl--11111111-lllltlNII-IIIIIII~ 
IA.S. Salaries Rise 1 
i 
While other budget requests have suffered setbacks-cuts 
and elimination in some cases-the budget for student 
government did not fare so badly. 
From a request of $48,843, the Associated Students 
Finance Committee recommended the allotment of $33,586 I 
to the A. S. executive budget, the operating funds f~r the A. I 
· I S. offices. This is $1,086 more than last year, and includes ; I $24,139 ($6,050.25 more than this year for salaries, most of 
I which will go to the executive officers. 
I The new A. S. constitution , which went into effect _ January 1971 , sets the officers' 11er quarter salaries at one-
I third the amount specified by the financial aids office as 
i necessary to attend Eastern for a year . 
I With the option of attending summer school for pay as an officer, each of the officers can g~t as much as $2596 f (except the secretary, whose ~aJary is set at less by the I 
- constitution.) i 
1 
The social activities budget is recommended to be I 
$33,269, which is $5,269 more than allotted for 1970-71. Most I 
of . the increase, if approved by the student legislature i 
tonight, will go for entertainment. 
! With the addition of other budget requests submitted by 
1
1
- student government agencies, (legislature, vice president, 
. new student orientation, judicial, the total a llotment 
recommended for student government is $70,138. 
• Last year, student government had at its disposal $60,933. i 
: £ 
i1N•-1•NHHHNtllNNtnlNlftllU ...... IIHIIIIIIIIMIIIUlfftNHMH ............ NINNMHMHINtttfftllUIIIHltfflHHIIHftHtMIHtMNttHNHfflfttthfl .... 
requests made are likely to be 
reduced. 
Recommendations from the A.S. 
Finance Committee have pared 
what committee members felt was 
excessive, and have balanced the 
requests with the expected 
revenue. 
By recommending no fwids be 
allotted to 15 different programs, 
the finance committee shaved 
$78,489 from the amount 
money for specific activities, such 
as the Black Student Union's Black 
Week or the fraternities ' 
Collegiate Week activities. 
Lobdell did not say where the 
legislature would get the money 
next year if it is not available now, 
though there may be more money 
than estimated if more students 
register at Eastern than is now 
expected. 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Allen said the present ad-
ministration was leaving only 
what they started with, ''not much 
new.'' He commented that he 
didn't even have a list of all the 
committees that were supposed to 
be a part of the A.S. Government. 
"The beer-on-campus issue will 
also be settled this summer,'' 
Allen said. The A.S. has been 
striving all year for the Board of 
Trustees to permit beer in the 
forms and arowid the campus. 
Allen and De Walt seemed op-
.. "I intend to lead a do-something 
administration," Allen said. "The 
school, as well as the legislature, is 
used to a do-nothing system." He 
commented that he thought the 
past administrations had ac -
complished things but that the 
impressions and opinions are that 
they have done nothing. "I want to 
become community oriented as 
well as student oriented." 
Miss Davis IS Editor 
De Walt said he and other people 
Patterson Mall 
Plans' Displayed 
Architectural sketches of what may be the future campus for 
Eastern are in display in Showalter 316. 
Wayne Loomis, director of facilities planning, said his office 
would like to see comments and suggestions from the academic 
community concerning the landscape future of the campus. 
The sketches included drawings of the student quad (bordered 
by Patterson Hall, Kennedy Library, Tawanka and Pence Union 
Building), the Morrison-Streeter area, physical education 
complex, creative arts and the area surrounding the PUB. 
The next scheduled meeting with the architects will be held 
this afternoon -at 2: 30 in Showalter 316, at which time additional 
sketches will be displayed. 
Interested persons are invited to attend, Dr. Loomis said. 
Jennifer Davis, Eastern 
funior, was chosen by the 
Publications Commission to be 
The Easterner editor for the 
--· -1971-.!.12-school year. She will also 
edit the newspaper during the 
summer session. 
THE EASTERNER'S NEW EDITOR for 1971-72 is Jennifer Davis. A 
transfer student from North Idaho Junior College, Miss Davis will begin 
as summer editor and continue through June, 1972. 
Miss Davis served as editor of 
her junior college newspaper, 
and has one quarter experience 
on The Easterner staff. 
Representation of student 
ideas and interpretive reporting 
seem to be the goals of the new 
editor. She said she feels these 
things are missing from most 
college newspapers. She also 
plans to incorporate more 
releases from the College Press 
Service. 
Miss Davis has been active in 
student government this past 
year, chairing the Political 
Action Committee, a liaison 
organization between the state 
legislature and the campus, and 
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Publl,h,d " ,~·~1~"• c~~,~~,~~.~~~kly dud,g 1h, 
school year, ~xcept vaca~on and holidays and periods immediately preceeding by the Associated Students of 
Eastern Washington Stat College, Cheney, Washington 99004. Advertising rates furnished on application. 
Represented for national dvertlsing Service, Inc., 420 Madison Avenue, New York, New York . Right to decline 
any advertising is reserv d. Second Class postage paid at Cheney, Washington . All editorials printed in The 
Easterner are the opinioA of The Easterner, unless they are signed. No other person on the staff is responsible 
for the statements or ide~scontc1ind there-in . 
EDITOR --··- _ . --L--------· __ ------ .. ·------------------------- -· -·-- . . ···--- JERRY FORD 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR -------·----------·-· ·· _____ -----------·· ----------------· ... ... DICK BROWN 
NEWS EDITOR _ . . _ ··--· ___ --------------------------- ·--------.· _. ·--- ·-·· ____ BILL BANGER 
SPORTS EDITOR ·---------------····---- -----·-·------ .. ------------------------------- JEFF JORDAN 
COPY EDITORS ~ ____ __ GINA TANSY, LAURA THOMAS 
HEAD PHOTOGRAPHER .. __ ---·· -·----------------------- ---------------------- RICH BADE 
ASSISTANT PHO*GRAPHER ----·---·---- _ ______ ····- ______ FRANK HANSCHE 
BUSINESS MAN GER _. . . --------------------------·------- ___ ____ _______ __ BILL MARTIN 
CIRCULATION M NAGER --------·-· __ _______ ·-·-·-------------------:-------------- JIM MARTIN 
A~SO~ u ~N~---~~-~-M~ -HAP;;~ ;~ER 
It seemed sJrange that the If you participate in one of. the 
Associated Stuqents Executives "expendible" or "low priority" 
should be trying tb up their salaries activities you mig_ht be inter~sted in 
again for . ext year after receiving a comparing the budget of your group 
$1,200 raise this year, and that the to that of the Execs. The Easterner 
A. S. Leg is 1 ~tu re sh o u 1 d did and its pay scale divides $5,370 
enthusiasticaly reteive a bill to pay between 12 people. That INCLUDES 
its members full ttjtion and fees (Cost the summer quarter. 
to students-$10,000) in a time that Of course we accept our budget cut 
money is actually a precious as our share of the burden of paying 
commodity. even more for what is already the 
It seemed strange until the budget most expensive student government 
hearings, were held and the in the state. 
recommendations 1made public. Now The Easterner's share was light, . 
it seems incredible, irresponsible and only a few hundred dollars, but how 
even unethical. are the women's lib types, or any 
A student gover~ment that already female students, going to feel when 
splits $16,600 nine ways now wants to they see the WRA budget? And after 
.pay its expanded 12-person sending three teams to nationals this 
membership over 1$25,000 next year, year. Or the blacks, after working so 
just for SALARIEf· Of course a few hard _on their new paper and Black 
items had to go to balance the budget Week? Or any of the people invotved 
and allow for the interest cost of with the 15 clubs or activities alloted 
student "managemlent." $00 for next year? 
I 
Mi.nor things like the yearbook, It's too bad, Hawaiian Club, that we 
Homecoming, Foreign Students just can't afford the 450 bucks for the 
Program, Collegi~te Week, Black Luau this year. You know, the 
Week, Sponsor Co~ps, and a list of governor's message, austerity drive, 
others. These programs were and all that. We all have to do our 
recommended for elimination to help part, you know. The A.S. Execs 
pay for our elaborate new probably won't get their $54,000 
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the rug next year." 
GAMES PEOPLE PLAY 
Political games seem to be 
common in student politics, with 
psuedo-poli ticians lacking the 
necessary experience or expertise, 
trying to emulate their professional 
counterpa~ts in governmental 
wheeling and dealing. 
But one area of student affairs 
where political influences should not 
be tolerated is the student press. The 
Publications Commission is supposed 
to guard against it. 
Instead, the commission seems to 
be dabbling in the game it is intended 
to avert. 
Their inexperience in the game is 
easy to spot-that editors for 1971-72 
publications would have to be 
appointed did . 'not occur to the 
commission until a notice was put in 
The Easterner by the editor that 
applications would be accepted. · 
Then the game got under way in 
force. When only two of the five 
commission members were present 
for the meeting at which the 
selections were to be made, the 
chairman declared that a quorom was 
not present. 
The meeting was rescheduled later 
in the week. Again only two showed, 
again the meeting was delayed ( until 
11 p.m. that night ). 
Again only two members showed 
up. But-between the previous 
meeting and the late-night meeting, 
one of the five members had resigned 
by telephone, it was announced, and 
only two were declared needed for a 
quorum. 
(Roberts' Rules of Order, which 
are supposedly the rules followed by 
the commission, calls a quorum half 
plus one. For the benefit of 
prospective commission members, 
half of four is two, plus one makes 
three. ) 
The Easterner does not take issue 
with who was selected to be editor. 
That is for the commission to decide. 
But questions abound over the 
procedures used in the selection. The 
mind boggles at the quality of 
ineptitude displayed by the 
commission. 
Letters to the Editor 
Letters to the edi or will be 
I 
printed as receivetwith the 
exception of pa agraphing 
provided they are ty ed, double 
spaced and signed. he editor 
reserves the righi to edit 
libelous or obj J ctionabie 
material. I 
Names will not l)e withelcf 
unless in the opinion of th.-
editor there is sufficient cause 
to do so. Anonym°ius letters 
will not be acceptett for any 
reason. 
Letters exceeding 250 words 
may be cut to that le,gth due to 
space limitations . Letters 
received prior to 3 pf. Friday 
will be printed in the next 
issue. Letters rece·ved la ter 
than that time ma be held 
until the following iss e. 
against susceptible American 
youth. 
Bob Harrington exclaimed that 
America is great because "we are 
right with the Lord and we have 
the right Lord." Oliver Haines 
attributes his Presidential cam-
paign finances to Jesus. A picture 
on the back of Campus Crusade's 
Action maga zine features an 
enormous hand reaching out of a . 
cloud and plucking off a professors 
"atheism" sign. 
These are examples of Jesus as 
the ultimate fascist--this deity 
commands submission or dam-
nation ; it is white, middle 
class, and of the power elite. The 
whole bag coincides precisely with 
Nixon's rise to fascism. How much 
money the CIA has funnelled 




A question has arisen as to the 
ownership of one part of the PUB-
whether or not it is there for EWSC 
students or whether it is there for 
the entertainment of the younger-
age people who come in the Den, 
turn down the lights, play 
pyromaniac, and raise hell to the 
point where the teenyboppers 
and-or bubblegummers at large, 
cause a general uproar of ac-
tivities and display their 
adolescence. 
well as, all the others who were so 
helpful after our fire: Harry 
Mosman-Cheney Merchants, 
Inland Empire Chapter of the Red 
Cross, Senior Hall, Louise An-
derson Hall , Alpha Phi Omega-
clothing driv'e, Theta Chi Upsilon, 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Cheney Com-
munity Action Center, Mrs. 
Caldwell, E.W.S.C., Deans' Office, 
Associated Women Students , 
Muriel Rice, Cresent Girls , Walt 
Zabel, and all other donations. 
Thank you again, 
Skip Smyser, President 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Power Helps 
Editor, 
spearhead changes ; it can calm 
people or get them riotous; it can 
represent fairly or allow biases 
and prejudices to overtake good 
judgement. Consequently, if the 1 
Commission was interested in 
these things along with 
qualifications, attitude, and ex-
perience, they would adequately 
investigate the individuals vying 
for the position, to i~sure adequate 
and objective reportjng of the 
news about campus.' But, the 
Commission did not do this. 
It is indeed a shame that such 
responsibility is placed into the 
hands of .incompetent people , 
people who have no knowledge 
of what makes a good journalist, 
no knowledge of how the media 
should and does operate. Egos 
grow while good judgement and 
Take a specific example: last 
week while r eading over an 
economics test in the upper portion 
of the Den, the lights were turned 
down maliciously to the point of 
complete darkness, just so some 
immature kids can escape their 
- -------- -----;.--.,,-)----.--- ~~~...w.~....th-e..J~1S-1~i>IEHl-1H-e.etaeerirsfaat'nniad"rrimalte-0ut away from 
Eastern's recent vigil for the dead interferance. This is not an 
in Vietnam, the Spokane march for isolated case. It happens all too 
Peace, San Francisco, Black frequently during the morning 
Week, Peace Week? They must hours. We're not against a youth 
have been together talking about center, mind you- we're just 
the goodness and love of Jesus and against teenyboppers who in ef-
how fine they feel while fellow feet, come in and take a place 
humans starve and perish outside over, and don't give a damn about 
their circle of friends. anybody else. These kind of 
esus 
Irresponsible people in powerful 
positions enhance the inef-
fectiveness of the system in wh:1c 
they work , . and make in-
competence more probabl'e. This 
fact was demonstrated last week 





I feel the time has ~ome for me 
to unveil the Real Tru~h about the 
Jesus People. Thougi I may be 
labeled "anti-Chris ·" for this 
letter, I must tell the Truth. 




out to Billy Graham for the pur-
pose of subverting t~e political 
impetus of the youth pf America. 
Jesus has traditionallr been used 
as the man to hush the niggers and 
give solace to the a~ti-commies. 
Slave owners bought ~~e idea once 
to give their subject~ a definite 
faith to hold onto unti~ they died. 
There is no diff erenJe between 
that J <:5us and the on 
I 
being used 
The Jesus people are no better "people" we don't want or need. · 
than the Pope who proclaims bans 
on birth control but says he is Paul R. Thomas 
incapable of banning war. They Bobo Prater 
are led by a fascist mythology 
which dictates white upremacy, . 
colonialism, preservation of evil, 
and is the proclaimed namesake of 
fundamentalist hypocrisy. All the 
power to the people (not to Jesus). 
John Daughters 
Thanks To All 
Editor, 
The brothers of Lambda Chi 
Alpha would like to thank the 
following people and groups, as 
The responsibility of selecting 
the editors has been theoretically 
placed into the hands of the 
Publications Commission. That 
sounds good, but in practice this 
selection has been left up to one 
irrational, impulsive female. She 
feels she has a good arguemeut 
one minute, but asked to explain 
the criteria for her position she 
fa ulters for lack of sound 
justification. 
This individual should be con-
cerned only with the betterment of 
the campus. The media has 
enormous power to influence and 
Greeks Backed 
Editor, 
In reference to the articles 
published eoncerning the topic of 
Greek activities on this campus, 
Panhellenic Coun~H did not 
reprimand Maurene Knuth on the 
need to censor her articles because 
they were unfavorable-the fact 
is, they did not represent the 
"whole" of the Greek System: 
Greeks did in fact, add to their 
numbers during the week 
designated for Spring Rush. 
The topic of censorship ends in 
the matter of definition: cen-
sorship was not the correct term. 
( Continued on page 8) 
NEW CHEERLEADERS FOR 1971-72 have been selected and are 
pictured a,bove. They are, from left to right, Patti Houston, Pam 
Kimble, Evonne Peterson, Sue Thaut, Carolee Dragoo, Vicki Chaney, 
Wed., May 26, 1971 
Marilyn Williams and Don Freeman. They were selected last week by a 
committee appointed by the Associated Students and headed by Sharon 
King. 
- -----~ ---· -----------------
Cutbacks Hi·t Financial Aids 
Anxiety and concern was ex-
pressed by Ken Dolan, director of 
financial aids, at the cutbacks in 
federal allocations imposed on the 
financial aid programs for next 
year. 
The Educational Opportunity 
Grant program (EOG), the 
College Work-Study program, 
(CWSP), and the National Defense 
Education Act loans, (NDSL) were 
reduced by the Office of Education 
51 per cent, 32 per cent, and 23 .per 
cent respectively below recom-
mendations. 
.. President Emerson Shuck, in a 
letter to the Washington · State 
Congressional delegation . in 
Washington, D.C., said "this 
year's student aid program was 
only barely adequate . .. The 
combination of the downturn in the 
state's economy and the intensive 
efforts of recruiting the disad-
vantaged has created almost 
impossible demands upon .the 
financial aid program." 
Dolan said another aspect has to 
be looked at with regard to the 
· EOG programs. Renewal of for-
-·•=....,, ........ 
Applications for fuli-time 
College Work Study Programs 
for summer quarter will be· 
· accepted in the Office of 
Financial Aid from May 26 
until June 2. Applicants must 
have submitted the parents 
confidential statement and an 
application for financial aid. As 
funds for CWSP are extremely 
limited, only applicants with 
annual family incomes below 
$8,000 wm be considered. 
mer programs bas priority over 
new programs. Renewal funds 
Top Seniors Not To Be Named1 
The top 10 seniors who are customarily selected this time 
each year will not be named this quarter, said John Allen, 
A. S. president-elect. 
The selection has been tabled "mainly because it was lost 
in committee," said Allen. He explained that the bill that 
created the committee to take care of this has to be re-
written due to the new constitution. 
The Legislative Review Committee has to re-write the 
bill, and they have not yet completed the revisions. 
"Since there are only two weeks left in the quarter, and • 
; 
at least three weeks are needed to make the proper I 
selection of these top ten students, there is almost no I 
! 
> • 
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Dorm Dedicated 
Zelma Reeves Morrison Hall, 
newest and largest residence hall 
on the campus, was dedicated 
yesterday in the hall's social 
center. 
The hall, named in honor of the 
late Mrs. Morrison, a 12-year 
member of the Board of Trustees 
and for mer director of public 
relations at the college, was built 
at a cost of $3.5 million. The nine-
story structure houses 412 students 
and was opened last January. It is 
a "twin" of adjacent Streeter Hall. 
A portrait of Mrs . Morrison, 
commissioned by the Washington 
State Federation of Democratic 
Women's Clubs , was presented at 
the dedication by Mrs. C. J. 
Morgen, president of the 
organization. 
The portrait was painted by Mrs. 
Belva R. Curtis, a Spokane artist 
whose portrait of Edward R. 
Murrow is in the Arts Hall at 
Washington State University. Her 
portrait of Rev. John Leary, 
former president of Gonzaga 
University, is in the president's 
row there, and her painting of 
former President Lyndon B. 
Johnson was accepted by him and 
is now in his private collection. 
were cut 20 per cent, meaning the 
balance will come from the Eog 
allocations. All of this means that 
the cutbacks in EOG funding is 
actually greater than the figures 
indicated. 
These decreases also indicate 
that meeting the needs of the lower 
income people will be done more 
with loans (primarily NDSL) than 
with grants. 
CWSP may be in some trouble · 
due to lack of matching funds, 
Dolan said. The institution usually 
puts up 20 per cent and the federal 
government the remaining 80 per 
cent. With no money coming from 
the federal government succes1 
and continuance of the program 
could be in jeopardy. 
Dolan expressed the difficulties 
of working with such disad-
vantages. Next year's programs 
will total about a million dollars , 
as did this past year's. But the 
economy is such, the needs are 
such, that this amount is ten'ibly· 
inadequate. "We usually start with 
the low income people and work up 
into the middle invme. We won't 
even get off the bottom this time." 
ResidenCe Visitations 
Said To Be Successful 
Residence hall visitations by the 
adminstration for spring quarter 
1971 have been completed and 
were very successful , according to 
Fred Heinemann, vice president of 
business and management. A total 
of 289. students were in at-
tendence, an increase of 29 per 
cent over winter quarter. 
The discussions held in each 
residence hall on campus were led 
by administration staff members 
Don Manson, Ken Dolan, Del 
Liljegren, and Sue Shackette. 
Principal subjects discussed were 
r egistration procedues and 
financial aids. Related questions 
were asked by the students.on such 
matters as Eastern's ro ress 
towa.rd a reduction of credit hours 
required for graduation to the 
same level as sister institutions. 
Heinemann stated that the 
inquisitiveness of some was 
evidenced _by a question on the 
college investment program for 
temporary surplus cash funds and 
which fund benefits from the in-
vestment earnings. 
Numerous questions were 
asked about the tution fee pre-
payment, but were apparently 
asked by students who missed last 
quarter's discussion, Heimemann 
continued. 
Contemplated . procedura l 
changes affecting registration 
were well and enthusia stically 
received . Disappointment was 
expressed at the inability to im-
plement computer sectioning 
because of budget limitations. The 
con~ept of computer sectioning 
was explained, however, in an 
effort to solicit student reactions. 
The r eaction was highly 
favora ble, Heinemann said, 
inasmuch as the principal 
dissatisfaction with the present 
system unvolves closed classes 
and their inability to schedule 
classes in their proper sequence. 
A great deal of interest was 
shown in financial aids. It ap-
peared that many students are 
unawar e of the existing op-
portunities for financial aid, so 
were most appreciative to be in-
formed. The numerous questions 
were answered in a straight-
students seem to understand and 
appreciate. 
Feedback from several students 
indicated a general satisfaction 
with the present method of con-
ducting hall visitations. 
Correction 
Last week, in an interview 
with Dr. Kuo of the philosophy 
department, The Easterner 
made two errors. 
His name is Kuo, not Lou as 
reported, and be referred to the 
Opium Wars of the 1840's 
between China and England, 
not China and America as 
inadvertently reported. 
Apologies to Dr. Kuo for the 
name error, and apologies to 
history for the war. 
The Easterner Page 3 
ROTC Award 
Dr. W. A. Beling, co-ordinator o( 
the Middle East-North African 
program at the University of 
Southern California , will speak 
Friday at the ROTC awards 
ceremony. 
His talk on American foreign 
policy for the Middle East will 
begin at 1:40 p.m_. in the Kennedy 
Library Auditorium. 
Dr. Beling spent 12 years in 
continuous residence in the Middle 
East, from which he authored four 
books covering Pan-Arabism and 
modernization of labor in the area , 





The end of the quarter usually 
means homework and finals to 
most college students, but for 30 
Eastern geologists, it will men an 
eight-day trip to Hawaii 
"Two of our faculty are taking 
the students over to study the two 
main volcanoes on the island of 
Hawaii, " Dr. James Snook , 
chairman of the geology depart-
ment, said. "They've been 
preparing for the trip all quarter 
and are ready now for a thorough 
look at the real thing." 
The t-rip, the first of its kind for 
the class, will be directed by 
William Wilkerson and Felix 
Mutchler, both members of the 
geology department faculty . 
The two men accompanied Dr. 
Snook to Hawaii last spring for a 
ten-day tour of the volcanoes and 
later drew up the present course, 
"Volcanoed of Hawaii- A Field 
Introduction to Volcanology,"' 
which is actually a three-credit 
workshop. 
"Before we leave , we'll give the 
students an in-depth back-ground 
on volcanoes, the architecture of 
the earth, the effects of weather, a 
summary of the geology of the 
Hawaiian islands, and an in-
troduction of how to study 
volcanoes first hand," Willkerson 
said. 
"Once we've arrived on the 
island, our days will be spent 
touring the Halemaumau and 
Kilauea volcanoes and our nights 
devoted to lectures on what we've 
seen tha t day and will see the 
next. " , 
Students will be able to return to 
the mainland on their own 
schedules, Wilkerson said, and will 
be required to pay for their own 
transportation, lodging and meals. 
Enrollment in the class is limited 
in number, he added, but not to any 
one academic major. 
"We'd like to have other science 
students join us,'' Wilkerson said. 
''The only requirement is a 
beginning geology course or 
permission of the instructors and 
students can register for the class 
through summer or fall quarter 
registration.'' 
Library Hours 
For Finals Week 
Changes in Kennedy Library 
hours have been set for final 
exam week. 
Edith Shaw, assistant 
librarian, said the library will 
be open until 11 p.m. Sunday 
through Wednesday instead of 
the usual 10 p.m. closing time. 
The library will open at 2 p.m. 
Sunday and 7:30 the rest of the 
week. 
Thursday and Friday of 
finals week the library hours 
will be back to no{mal. 
During the quarter break, the 
library will be open 8 a.m. to S 
p.m. Monday through Frida y, 
Mrs. Shaw said. 
.. 
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DAVID HARRIS, anti-war activist and draft resistor, meets with . 
students after speaking Monday evening in Pence Union Building. 
Harris, husband of singer Joan Baez, spent 20 months of a three-year 
prison sentence for refusing the draft. 
Love Revolution 
Outlined For USA 
David Harris, active participant 
in a revolution "to rebuild 
American society,'' outlined the 
American system as a capitalistic 
beauracracy thriving on the idea 
of forming an empire around the 
world, while addressing about 400 
students in the PUB. . 
He labeled the system as "a 
society of mass manipulation for 
individual profit." He said no one 
was going to profit at his expense, 
that he believed in a society of 
sharing. He rejected the idea of a 
"dollar-oriented" society. 
Harris used this premise as his 
rationale for resisting the draft. "I 
wrote a letter and sent it with my 
draft card and papers back to the 
draft board. I singed my own 
peace treaty with the world. I 
figured that if they wanted me 
they could come and get me. They 
did.,, 
Harris served 20 months of a 
three year sentence in the Al tuna 
State Penetentiary in Texas for 
resisting the system. But he said 
de did it joyfully. "When you stand 
up and fight the system you have 
to be bit enough to accept the 
responsibilities that go with it." 
Harris stressed the fact that if 
the system was to be changed "you 
have to do it. No other son-of-a-
bitch is going to do it for you." 
He said any general public strike 
against the government can th-
wart attempts to control the 
people. He sighted Denmark 
during World War II as an 
example of not needing an army 
for defense against Hitler. 
''Hitler wanted to run things. 
The Danes said fine, then ignored 
them (the Germans). 1•'ewer 
people were killed there than in 
other parts of occupied Europe." 
When asked by the audience his 
opinion of Marx and the Com-
munist doctrines, Harris said he 
saw some good points and some 
bad points. He emphasised his 
concern for sharing, and his lack 
of interest in Communism or any 
other form of government. 
He voiced agreement with the 
theory of "to each man according 
to his need; from each man ac-
cording to his ability." 
Taivvan Film, Pana/ S.lated 
Taiwan, the island of nationalist China, will be the subject of a 
film and panel discussion today at 3 p.m. 
Pat O'Donnell, history major, said the program will feature 
the film titled "Taiwan- 1969" and will be followed by the 
discussion. Panel members will be Robert Chung, Tsung-Hua Liu 
and David Kuo. Questions from the audience will be taken after 
the program. 
The afternoon presentation in Pence Union Building Room 3-A 
is being sponsored by the History Club, O'Donnell said. -
'Salt Of Earth' 
':hown Here Tues. 
Mexican-American miners striking to demand equal pay with 
their Anglo .co-woFkers is the subject of the film ''Salt of the 
Earth," schedul~d to be shown in Kennedy Auditorium Tuesday. 
Being broug~t to Eastern by sociology professor Dan Perdue, . 
the film will be shown at 1:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 
The film won the 1955 Grand Prize for best film exhibited in 
F rance a t the same time it was on the infamous blacklists of the 
McCarthy era. It features a non-professional cast of the miners 
and families involved in the real life strike which the film 
portrays. 
Virginia Chambers, Eastern's draft counselor, had a role in the 
film and will lead a discussion session after the film's showings. 
Graduation Moves Outdoors 
Graduation ceremonies for 
spring quarter will be held at 
Woodward Field as opposed to the 
customary Fieldhouse, said R. 
Howard Hopf of the Marshall's 
Committee. 
"This year we decided that it's ... 
just too hot and stuffy in there,'' 
said Nicki Pemberton, a senior in 
charge of the petition that was 
circulated in regards to the 
change. 
Miss Pemberton and two other 
seniors-Terry Eddy and Sandy 
Parley-All graduating in 
education, telked to President 
Emerson Shuck and Charles 
Bauman who is also on the Mar-
shall's Committee, before the 
petition was brought up, and later 
attended a meeting of the com-
mittee. The purpose of this 
committee is to be sure that the 
graduation ceremonies go 
smoothly. 
Mexican Study Program 
A vailahle In Guadaiajara 
"The idea was accepted almost 
immediately by the committee, 
and having 259 signatures on our 
petition helped quite a bit," said 
Miss Pemberton. 
Dr. Howard Hopf, marshall of 
the committee, said that the only 
thing that would keep the plan 
from working out would be if bad 
weather prevailed. ELLENSBURG- This state's 
only college study program in 
Mexico is g_rqwj_ng is size aqq 
shifting its base of operations. 
The project has been underway 
for a full year, sponsored by 
Central and Eastern State 
Colleges. 
Beginning in the fall, the site of 
the branch campus of the two state 
colleges will be moved from 
Pueblo, Mexico to to the city of 
Guadalajara, a metropolitan area 
of more than one million 
population. 
All of the other public colleges 
and universities in Washington 
have been invited to formally join 
the Mexican-study program. Such 
a merger is under active in-
vestigation. 
The first year of the porgram~ 
in which Washington students 
enrolled in their home schools 
spent a quarter or more in 
Mexico- has been considered 
highly successful. 
Nearly 200 students are expected 
to take part in the Mexican study 
next year. Courses in Spanish 
language, history, drama, an-
thropology and sociology will be 
offered at the Guadalajara 
campus. 
.. Anticipated costs for students is 
$700 per quarter. an amount 
considered well under that of 
living and studying at campuses in 
this state. ., _ 
Based upon a premise that a 
liberal arts study program in an 
inter-cultural setting is helpful to 
college students, the project was 
launched by Dr. W. Clair Lillard, 
__ cqordinator of for~~gn ~Judies at 
Central. 
"We have to get away from the 
provincial idea that the sun rises in 
Spokane and sets in Seattle," Dr. 
Lillard said. 
Although prior Spanish language 
training is not required £or study in 
Mexico, a five-unit Spanish 
language course in Guadalajara is 
essential. 
Mexican instructors- fully 
qualified and meeting all. ac-
. ceptance standards of this state's 
colleges- will aid in instruction. 
In addition, faculty members from 
Central and Eastern will teach at 
the Mexican campus. 
New to the Mexican facility next 
fal] will be Dr. John Innis, Eastern 
history department, and Dr. 
Richard Leinaweaver, Central 's 
speech and drama department. 
Students, while in Mexico, will 
live with Mexican families or in 
housing within the Mexican 
community. There will be op-
portunities for some travel in 
Mexico and assistance provided in 
touring. 
Guadalajara, the second largest 
city in Mexico, is one of the 
nation's cultural centers with full 
university facilities of its own. 
Dr. Lillard reported that 
through the program some op-
portunities for student teaching is 
a bilingual school in Guadalajara 
may be provided for students from 
this state. 
"It's completely new for a 
graduation this time of year," said 
Bauman-:-''llut I think it will work 
out quite well." 
Bauman said there were not 
many more students taking part in 
the ceremonies than usual even 
with it being outdoors. One big 
difference will be that the students 
will be able to invite as many 
guests as they wish. 
In the past, Dr. Hopf said that 
students usually had as many 
guest tickets as they wanted 
anyway (despite a limit of three 
per graduate) but this year there 
will be no doubt as to the number 
of guests per graduate. 
Editors Chose·n 
Editors for student publications 
were selected last week by the 
Publications Commission for 1971-
72. 
With two of the four members 
present at the commission 
meeting Thursday, the com-
mission made the following 
selections : 
Kinnikinick-Jerry Barnard, 
present assocate editor of the 
yearbook. 
Innisfree- James Kjeldsen and 
Sonia Cowen, present co-editors of 
the quarterly literary supplement. 
Focus- Becky La fer, present 
secretary in the Associated 
Student offices. 
Summer W orkslwps Ofjered 
An integral part of the summer 
quarter academic program at 
Eastern is the wide variety of 
workshops being offered. 
Dr. Joseph W. Chatburn, Dean 
of Special Programs, described 
the workshop as an aspect of 
college education in which the 
student can "learn and do at the 
same time.'' 
Chatburn stressed the ideas of 
"working" and "actively 
participating" in workshop study. 
Generally, there are no formal 
exams, and students are measured 
by their daily performance. 
Compared with the regular 
"course" method of study, the 
workshop is a more concentrated 
and intensive form of learning. 
Most of the workshops will be 
held daily from three to four hours 
for two- to eight-week periods. 
Grading is generally the same as 
the regular courses, but some 
workshops are set up on a pass-fail 
system. The average . credits 
received for a two-wee~ workshop 
would be three. 
One workshop, to be conducted 
July 19-30, is called "Team 
Teaching . " According to 
Cha tburn, this workshop shows 
teaehers the techniques of team 
teaching, and is geared toward 
seniors and those who already 
have teaching contracts. Also in 
the area of Education- is the 
' 'C ommunication Skill s 
Workshop," which shows teachers 
how to draw real questions from 
students and make them think. 
This workshop wni be held July 6-
28. 
Cha tburn described what he 
termed an " interdepartmenta l" 
workshop entitled "Visual Forms 
in Motion,'' which combines three 
areas into one: visual arts, 
physical education, and dance. 
This workshop is scheduled for 
July 19-August 13. 
One unusual workshop offered 
summer quarter through Eastern 
is the "Wilderness Prr ·ram" 
which involves a two-weei rip to 
Glacier Park (August 16-27). 
Another is "Canoeing and 
Sailing." Classes for the latter 
will meet daily from July 19-30 on 
Badger Lake, and all equipment 
will be furnished. 
The "Summer Writing 
Workshop" will be conducted 
from July 19-August 6. Designed to 
provide intensive daily discussion 
of work in fiction and poetry 
submitted by participating 
students, the workshop will 
feature visiting writers of national 
reputation. Dr. Chatburn 
expressed his feelings on the 
Writing Workshop: "We hope that 
this will become something for 
which Eastern will be widely 
known.'' 
Other areas in which workshops 
will be offered include : business 
education, chemistry, biology, 
geology, music, physics, political 
science, industrial education and 
technology, psychology, social 
sciences, and speech correction. A 
complete summer quarter bulletin 
describing Eastern's workshops 
can be obtained in Showalter 3<16. 
Having trouble looking for those parts 
for your foreign ca r?_T!....!h~e f o~re!!..!i-lf.!..!L-¥M...L.Ji..i,l____::_-----t-- -1----i 
specialists at BAP can help you wJt~ an,' 
foreign part nee~. 
·tall or see: 
N2106 Monroe, FA 8-3811 
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Who gives you a break on air 
fare, hotel, and motel rates? 
• Northwest Orient . 
That's who! 
Our youth fare card not only saves you up to a third off air 
fares, but on our magnificent and spacious 7 4 7 flights, almost 
always assures you a seat. 
It also gets you discounts at hotels and motels like the 
Hilton Hotels, Sheraton Hotels, Holiday Inns. and Ramada Inns. 
To get a free, eight-page directory listing all the discounts, 
just fill out the application coupon. 
If you'd like a youth fare card right now. take the application 
coupon - with proof of age and $3.00-to your nearest 
Northwest Ticket Office. Or, mail it in with a $3.00 check 
or money order. 
Either way, your card never has to be renewed ... it 's good 
until you're 22. 
Don't wait! Get your youth fare card today . .. and take 
a break in Hawaii, Florida, Anchorage, New York, Chicago, 
Minneapolis/St. Paul-to name just a few of the 38 U.S. 
cities we fly to. 
Northwest Orient Airlines ~ 
937 White-Henry-Stuart Bldg. 
Seattle, Washington 98101 
D Please send me a youth fare discount directory. 
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I I agree to accept this Youth Identification Card and use it in 0 BIRTH CERTIFICATE O PASSPORT 
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Among the graduates from 
Eastern this spring will be a 
group of ten receiving 
bachelor of science degrees 
in nursing, the first such 
degrees to be given through 
the nursing program which 
Eastern and three other area 
colleges initiated last year. 
The two-year program 
received accreditation from 
the Washington State Board 
of Nursing just in time to 
confer degrees upon the first 
graduating class. 
The center, which is co-
sponsored by Washington 
State University, Whitworth, 
Fo,:-t Wright and Eastern, 
operates in Spokane. The 
students serve credit hours 
at the Spokane hospitals in 
practicum. 
The project ·seems to have 
gone fine so far, according to 
Dr. Dana Harter, head of the 
Eastern base. 
Grieving widows of recently 
deceased veterans are all too of-
ten dealt a second emotional blow 
when they learn that they are not' 
covered by their husband's 
government life insurance, the 
Veterans Administration said. 
The cause of the problem is 
clear: Usually the veteran simply 
never got around to naming his 
wife as beneficiary. The veterans' 
I agency can't help because the VA 
is obligated by law to pay the 
proceeds to the beneficiary of 
record. 
I 
In a typical case, the VA stated 
the veteran named his mother 11 
beneficiary when be first took o 
bis insurance policy upon enteri 
military service. 
I Then, when he eventua ,y married, he forgot to tell the VA to change the beneficiary. When the veteran dies, the policy still 
I=·• designates his mother to re~eive, 
say, $10,000 in insurance. 
i 
i In another kind of case, the . 




"Any new progr:am 
conducted by four 
institutions is going to have 
problems starting out. One 
problem has been the rapid 
growth," he said. At its 
outset, the program drew 12 
Eastern students. This year 
20 juniors joined the 
program and Dr. Harter 
expects that figure to double 
next year. 
. . 
i policy. Thus, a widow, who often i assumed she was the beneficiary, 




THE FIRST GRADUATING CLASS of the Spokane Nursing Center poses here just prior to commencement 
exercises. All students of area colleges which participate in the program (including Eastern), the girl's will 




i = ! 
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Applicants must have 
completed their sophomor.e 
year in college to join the 
program in the summer 
quarter before their junior 
year. Pre-requisites are 15 
hours of chemistry, 20 hours 
of biology, nutrition, speech 
and general college 
requirements. 
Application for the 
program must be made by 
March 1 for the summer 
session through Dr. Harter's 
office in the science 
building. The candidate must 
have two personal 
interviews, (one with a 
member of Eastern faculty 
and one with a member of 
the nursing faculty,) three 
letters of recommendation 
and a clear physical 
examination before being 
admitted to the program. 
Cost to students is the 
same as all other full time 
Eastern students, straight 
tuition and fees. Although 
the entire course is 
conducted in Spokane, 
nursing students share all 
the privileges of student 
body members, Dr. Harter 
said. 
............ ......;..... .................................. ,_...........,... .................................................................... " ............ " .......................... ,, ... , .......................... _.. .................................................................... --""" ............................. _  ___ _. 
Budget Finalized Tonight 
(Continued from page 1) 
If the finance committee's 
recommendations are adopted, 
one of the big losers will be the 
Kinnikinick, which will not be 
allotted any money. 
Lobdell said the committee 
membe.rs "felt the yearbook was 
an age-old tradition and not 
needed anymore." 
He said there had been some 
discussion about replacing the 
annual with a quarterly magazine 
patterned somewhat after Life or 
Look, but nothing was decided by 
the recommending body. 
stadium blanket the fourth.) 
Travel cut from the request 
includes such events as student 
visitation for recruiting athletes, a 
golf meet in Clarkston, a gym 
meet in Billings, Montana, and 
other travel. 
Record Review 
The intramural budget was cut 
by about a third. Requesting 
$13,203, the finance committee 
recommended .they be allotted 
$8,468. Part of the cut, however, 
came from the elimination of tax 
on purchases. Taxes are not in-
Shelter Album Has 
Something To Say 
Other requests which were by Larry Snider 
eliminated by the committee Contributing Writer 
recommendations were : Oklahoma is known primarily for oil and a pianist-vocalist-
Homecoming (which is to be producer-song-writer-extraordinaire, Leon Russell. I'll pass up a 
altered from the traditional events review of the wealth of oil and it' s many uses, to write on a more 
rather than cut entirely) , Sponsor 
Corps, Foreign Students, Art familiar subject, Leon Russell and his great new album, "Leon 
Exhibit, library , Student Russell and the Shelter People"-on Shelter records, (Leon's 
Mobilization Committee, Aph Phi own Capitol-distributed label) . 
Omega, Black Week, Uhuru Na Russell wrote eight of the eleven songs on the album, and of the 
Ujamaa (BSU newspaper), remaining three two are Dylan songs and the other George 
Collegiate Week, Recreation 
Society, skydiving and the rodeo Harrison's " Beware of Darkness" . Russell does it so well, I'm 
club. sure even Harrison would like it better. 
Lobdell sa id the committee Russell's own material is either as rockin' as a hyper-tense kid 
eluded in budget · requests. 
The bulk of the remaining cuts in 
the intramural budget request 
came from awards and trophies. 
The Women's Recreation 
Association request was cut by 
slightly less than half, with a 
recommendation of $8,333 from a 
request of $16,252. Most of the cuts 
from this request were at the 
expense of whole sports programs. 
Eliminated by the recom-
mendations were women's field 
hockey, orchesis (modem dance), 
and the newly proposed ski team. 
These cuts make up $4,863 of the 
$7,919 cut from the request. The 
bulk of the remaining cuts come 
from the elimination of events 
within the ports that were left. 
The basketball schedule would 
lose five out of eight scheduled 
games, the tennis team would lose 
six out of 10 games and volleyball 
seven out of 10. 
The budget will come before the 
legislature tonight for final ap-
proval. Recommendations from 
the finance committee, a com-
mittee of legislators who only 
recommend to the full legislative 
body, does not have the force of 
the $10,000 does not go to her but to 
her husband's mother or former 
wife. 
Revaluation 
Of Dollar Seen 
Problems that might face 
Americans traveling in Europe 
because of the recent dollar 
revaluation was discussed Monday 
with Tom Bonsor of Eastern's 
economic department. 
In Germany the present rate of 
exchange is 3.55 marks to $1, while 
before Americans received 3.66 
marks for their dollar. Swit-
zerland's franc has climbed even 
higher, increasing 7 per cent in 
value to the dollar. · 
The largest influence this will 
have on U.S. travelers is what 
Bonsor terms, "the element of 
uncertainty in conversion of 
dollars to local currency." -
In the event he did accept 
American dollars, the exchange 
rate would be closer to 3 marks for 
a dollar instead of the formerly 
stated rate. 
The merchant's reaction is based 
upon the fluctuating value of the 
dollar and the European banks 
disinclination to accept any more 
dollars than they already have. 
Bonsor recommended that 
travelers purchase German, 
Dutch, Swiss or French currencies 
prior to arriving in Euope as those 
currencies are more stable and 




New Lg. 1 & 2 Bedroom Apt. - 2 cool 
Baseme nt Units- Dishwashers, Garbage 
Disposals-Kitchen Table Sets, Summer 
rates $105 • $125. 
he: Builder at Apt. Acron from 
Pinhurst Motel 
Call: 359-7644 
Spokane: MA 4-2970 Collect emphasized that these tied to a roc~ing chaii: t>r touchingly soulful. And despite the 
------,o=r=g---a .. n..:1,..z=ar.u:..o=nc-;:;s----;-:w;;-::e~r;;-;e;:--;;n;;-;o::.t---,b;;-;e:--:-1=-n-=g- m_ a_n_n_e_r- -o-=-f deli very, Leon always has som et bing to 
denied funds, only postponed until say ... something worth giving you time to listen to. 
· law. 
the events occur. 
Other requests fared better, but In the fast-paced "Alcatraz," Russell gives a commenta ry on 
all suffered in order to balance the our nation' s treatment of Indians which bring the struggle very 
budget. up to date. 
Out of a $91,835 request , the "S I As L d " h ld l'k th varsity athletic program was tranger n trange an , o gems 1 e ese: 
recommended to receive $73,275. , 'Get back on the human track, 
The major cuts came from in- Stop racing toward oblivion, 
dividual athlete awards and the Oh such a sad sad state we're in ... " 
sacrifice of some travel. Leon Russell's found his track. His piano does the smiling for 
By recommending athletes only him. But tha t honky-tonk piano work-out he lays down on most of 
be a warded a letter jacket plus a 
signifying mark of some sort for the cuts, takes a close-second to the albums finest song, "The 
each additional year of earning a Ballad of Mad Dogs And Englishmen." 
. ' 
letter , the committee shaved With flowing strings behind him , Leon explains the love for his 
$2,825 from the request. musical way of life. 
c In the past, athletes have been "Cause I love her and she loves you , 
awarded a lettef jacket the first 
year they letter, a sweater the Just myself and forty friends 
• cond year, a three-quarter In the name of Cocker (Joe) power 
th coat the third, and a Out here on the road again." 
Maddux Cleaners & Tailors 
4 POUNDS 
Economy Cleaning $1.00 
(YOU PRESS) 
If you're a little futsy you'll love the w1y we clean': 1pot, ind 
pNN your better garment,. 
Maddux Cleaners & Tailors 
Next door to Goofy's 
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Jobs For Spring Graduates Scarce 
Job opportunities for graduating 
seniors this year seem to be quite 
limited, according to many students 
who will soon be out of college. 
Even students who began their job 
search at the beginning of this 
quarter or last quarter find it 
extremely difficult to find adequate 
work in their major field of study. 
perhaps, the field might be a little 
more open. 
Susan Miller, a graduate in liberal 
arts, has received no favorable reply 
to either letters or applications 
through area . agencies. She has 
decided to limit her job junt to the 
Spokane area, and eventually settle 
permanently here. "The Spokane rea 
seems to be more or less closed in my 
area now," she said, "But I'll keep 
trying.' ' 
no favorable response has been 
received, he said. He is willing to 
accept work anywhere possible, and 
said he will probably work where 
ever possible until a job in his field is 
opened. 
job teaching high school, through the 
campus placement Office. He began 
his search during the first part of 
May, he said, and now appea_rs happy 
.with th~ e~ployment he has found. 
. Lyle Anderson has found work in 
Elementary tetaching through an 
acquaintance, and is also happy with 
his job, he says. 
Several seniors who are )ooking for 
work were interviewed by The 
Easterner as to what progress has 
been made in job hunting. 
I Sue Gilkerson, looking for a job in 
elementary music teaching, has gone 
through the Placement Office on 
campus, and has sent letters and · 
applications to various places of 
desired employment. She has 
received no encouragement as of yet, 
but feels that her field is fairly open 
now. " I sit pretty good now," she 
said, although she is not necessarily 
counting on employment in the 
Spokane area. "I'll settle for almost 
anything until I come up with what 
I'm really looking for, but I'm not too 
worried about getting what I want." 
Nicki Pemberton, a graduate in the 
field of elementary education , began 
looking for work at the beginning of 
spring quarter. She has been told that 
jobs in her field are extremely 
scarce, " but I sure hope they get 
better soon." She has decided to wait 
until a job in her own fleld becomes 
available to assume employment. 
Donna Hoople , in the field of 
business, has also found work here in 
the Spokane area through friends , and 
feels fortunate to have found a job 
Wayne Henneke, who is looking for 
work in the field of mana_sement, has 
Four of the people interviewed have 
decided to continue on to graduate 
been looking for work since the end of 
winter quarter without any promising 
response at all. He said he has sent 
letters to . various prospective 
employers and was told by all that the 
companies have not been hiring for 
quite a long time, and for him not to 
count on anything in the near future. 
"I'll . probably settle for anything 
that comes around until I find what I 
am really looking for," he said. He is 
looking mainly out of Spokane area, 
because of limited possibilities . . 
Connie Stein, in the field.of English 
secondary education has been 
searching for work since the 
begainning of winter quarter. She has 
not received any encouragement, and 
will wait for a desired job in her own 
field. She has gone through campus 
interviews, and is prepared to accept 
work anywhere in the Northwest. 
school, not necessarily because of the 
job situation now, but they did confess 
that job-finding at this time would be 
practicularly difficult. 
There are 14 graduating . seniors 
accounted for here, out of 705. Three 
ofthemhavefoundjobs, andfourare 
not looking, which leaves one half of 
them jobless. If these were 
representative of the entire college, 
which they are not, and considering 
all of the college graduates at all of 
the colleges, it appears that the job 
situation is more serious than meets . 
the eye. 
Rick Wiggins, graduating in the 
field of journalism, has riot yet begun 
Stan Cass has also had no luck in 
finding a job in elementary education 
through campus interviews. He is 
prepared to accept almost anything at 
. first, for, as he puts it, "One Can't be 
to choosey these days." 
looking for a job, "because people are 
just not hiring in that area." He has 
decided to travel° a bit before really 
trying to find what he wants, when, 
Jerry Ford, English major and 
editor of The Easterner, now looking 
for work in &he field of journalism, 
has sent letters to places of desired 
employment, as well as talking to 
several people in the Spo~ane area 
concerning his field of work. So far, 
On the other hand, several students 
have been ·able to find employment of 
a desirable nature and in their own 
field. Steve Heimbigner has found a 
" It's getting better, though ," said 
Forest Amsden, placement officer on 




Radio Cll.!,b 'Going Strong' Poetry Reading 
Slate~ Tonight 
The Radio Club is only 12 
members strong and seven 
months old, but are already seeing. 
results, said Steve LaLonde, vice 
president. 
The Radio Club's work will be 
culminated in about two weeks 
when their first ham radio station 
will be set up in Monroe hall. It 
will be a novice station-that is, 
one that sends only Morse 
code-and will have up to 75 watts 
of power. . 
The Associated Students has 
funded the club $158 for some of 
the station equipment, bttt much 
of the equipment used will be the 
members' own, said Lalonde. 
One generous service to the 
college community that the· new 
station will offer is sending 
messages, free, from any student 
to any state, military base, or 
foreign country that allows 
communication. ~ 
Co-eds with boyfriends stationed 
in far-aw;Jy military bases may 
contact them through this same 
service. · 
In the future ~alonde said, the 
Radio Club hopes to have a 
Art Students 
Visit Seattle 
A field trip to the Seattle art 
museums was recently organized 
for 22 art students by Miss 
Marianna Hamilton, instructor in 
art. 
The students visited the Seattle 
Art Museum at Volunteer Park to 
see the exhibition of "Great 
American Paintings" currently on 
loan from the Metropolitan Art 
Museum in New York and the 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. 
This included a chronological 
arrangement of landmark 
paintings of the American school 
with such examples by John 
Singleton Copely, Winslow 
Homer, James McNeil Whistler, 
Edward Hopper, Helen 
Frankenthaler, and Larry Rivers, 
said Miss Hamilton. 
general class station called at 
"phone statfon." A phone station 
opperates on the same principle of 
Morse code, except that it is 
actual voice communication 
instead of dots and dashes. 
The club members have also se~ 
up a training program that allows 
all interested students to become 
eligible for F.C.C. radio class 
licenses. 
The ·program ·consists of classes 
taught by club members in radio. 
Poetry by James J. McAuley, 
writer-in-residence and 
instructor of English, will be 
read by the author tonight at 8. 
Last week, The Easterner 
said the reading would take 
place May 19. That date was 
incorrect and the reading will 
be held tonight in Kennedy 
, Auditorium. 
I Admission is free. 
theory and regulations and Morse Vets, G. I. B ·, 11 
code speed. All classes are free. 
A student may qualify for a 
novice license, Lalonde said, S rfs M 
which qualifies him to ser.d Morse uppo any 
code over the air, after only a 
month and a half of instruction. There are now more than one 
To get the ham novice class million veterans job-training or 
license-or a n y C 1 a s s 1 enrolled in schools and colleges 
license-the individual must pass under the current G. I Bill. 
the F.C.C. test. The test may be Administrator of Veterans 
taken on campus. Affairs Donald E. Johnson 
Other class licenses for which revealed that 1,064,000 men and 
the club perpares members are women · are in training under the 
those of technician, conditional, G. I. Bill. He pointed ou.t this is ari 
general, advanced, and amateur incr:ease of 36 per cent over 
extra. ,last year, · 70 per cent over the 
Classes for this quarter have not level two years ago, and 240 per 
yet been organized, but class cent ·over 1966. B·y the end ~f 1972 
schedules will be set up as Johnson said the Veterans 
students want them. The Radio Administration expects the G. I. 
Club encourages all interested Bill monthly .utilization to reach 
studens to attend the classes and ·--1.-8 miUi-0n.-Of the--1,-064,000, more 
join the club. than 60 per cent are enrolled in 
The A.S. and the Radio Club college level studies. 
expect that in the near future that 
the club station will be licensed as 
a school station and will join the 
College Net. Both Wasington State 
University and the U of 
Washington are in this net. 
Tile College Net 1s an 
intercommunication web between, 
colleges. It is used in setting up 
meetings and conferences 
between colleges, and can be 
useful in emergencies. For 
example, after the Kent State 
incident last May many ham radio · 
operators knew more about what 
had happened than a major wire 
news service did, said Lalonde. 
Radio Club plans for next year, 
he said, include a convention for 
ham operators and a ham shop for 
building ham equipment. 
-:'he current G. I. Bill is not quite 
five years old, Johnson said, and 
pointed out that· more than 2.4 
million veterans have already 
trained oner it, exceeding the 2.3 
million high reached during the 14 
years of the Korean Conflict G.I. 
BUI. 
Separations from military 
service have been running about 
90,000 a month and, since last fall, 
VA has been receiving about 75,000 
applications monthly for G.I. Bill 
training. Johnson urged eligible 
veterans and servicemen 
interested in schooling or job-
training to contact their nearest 
VA office, or their- local veterans 
service . organization 
representative . 
Drug Firms Charged 
OLYMPIA, May 19-A state-
wide mailing next week will 
advise Washington citizens th·at 
they may be represented as a 
class in an antitrust suit against 
several national manufacturers 
involving the sale of certain 
antibiotics between 1954-1966, 
according to Attorney General 
Slade Gorton. 
The involvement of citizens in 
the class-action suit was ordered 
last month by a United States 
District judge, who also ordered 
that a court notice be sent to 
individual consumers throughout 
the state to advise them of the 
details of the lawsuit and apprise 
them of their legal options. It is 
believed the mass mailing will be 
the first of its kind in this state. 
Defendants in the suit, which 
was filed in 1969, are the 
American Cyanamid Co., Chas. 
Pfizer & Co., Inc., Bristol-Myers, 
Co., Olin-Mathieson Chemical Co. 
(Squibb) and the Upjohn Co. 
Washington and other states 
have charged the defendants with 
antitrust violations in the sale of 
broad spectrum antibiotics and 
that the violations resulted in 
higher prices. The drugs include 
Tetracycline, Aureomycin, 
Terramycin, Achromycin and 
Polycycline. 
The suit seeks to recover the 
alleged overcharges as damages. 
The defendants have denied all 
charges. If the defendants suc-
ceed in the lawsuit, all those 
claims which may be asserted in 
the lawsuit against them will be 
dismissed and thereafter forever 
barred. 
The notice will state that 
persons who purchased such 
drugs during the 12-year period 
and who desire to remain a 
member of the class, need do 
nothing. Persons who do not wish 
to be included in the class will be 
excluded upon written i:equest. 
Gorton said every citizen who 
purchased any of the drugs 
between 1954-1966 has a 
potential claim in the case and 
should read the notice carefully. 
"Some citizens, such as those 
who made large purchases of 
these drugs , may wish to consult 
with their own attorneys ," 
Gorton said. 
The notice will carry the 
notation "An important message 
,from the United State District 
Court." 
TEACHERS-GRADUATING SENIORS 
Our motto is "An Honest Person To Tell 
An Honest Story About f"""""nt Pro-
ducts" - Work with Worldbook and 
Chih-Jcraft this eummer. $500 guaranteed 
with opportunity to earn $1500 full the 
summer. 
For information phone Mr. Reser, 
____ , _ ___f.A. 6-0:!63 . 
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Machine Makes Music 
by Laura Thomas 
Copy Editor 
"It has a personality all it's own." "The 
machine is its own musical instrument." 
"We get experience from it that we 
couldn' t get anywhere else.'' 
description of what the sounds mean to 
the student, for example one student may 
be known to listen to "the sounds of 
pizzacoto, with a locomotive sounding 
background.'' 
The students have the perrrogative of 
·using the Synthesizer at any time, for 
approximately three hours per week. 
They meet as a class once a week to 
discuss new techniques and ideas. 
These .comments were made by several 
of the students enrolled ina music class 
that has been offered since winter 
quarter. It is a class concerned with a 
new computer called a Putney VCS III· 
Each student uses the five sound 
sources on the studio to make almost any 
sound or any combination of sounds. 
When they get a sound they like , they 
record it and turn it in. 
Synthesizer. . 
This remarkable instrument has 
several components. The main studio is a 
mass of knobs, switches, lights and dials. 
It is used "to create nearly any . 
traditional sound in music," said Dr. 
Wendell S. Jones, instructor of the 
course. 
This type of computer is "extensively 
used in radio and television, especially 
commercials. Many times it is used 
without the audience knowing where the 
sounds are made," said Dr. Jones. 
Another part is the keyboard, wich can 
be used to play a tune in different 
magnatudes through the main studio. ''You ~an control music like you never 
could before,." said Bob Randall, one of 
the students enrolled in the course. "It's 
not hard to lose one's self in 
experimenting and wind up spending up to 
about five hours perfecting a sound. I'm 
happy with the course and glad I signed 
up for it." 
Still another part is the recorder that 
simply records the sounds made. 
Students enrolled in the course are 
required to learn the techniques of the 
computer, and at the end of the quarter 
must turn i.!1 a reco_!'ding of some of the 
sounds they have learned to make, with a 
Draft Kill Attempted 
WASHINGTON, D.C.- Led by 
Alaska Senator Mike Gravel, an 
attempt to kill the draft by 
filibuster is underway with 
support from a diverse group of 
other senators. A coalition of 
peace groups has organized a 
lobby to support the senator's 
actions. 
The filibuster aims to talk the 2· 
year draft extension bill (H.R. 
6531) to death by preventing it 
from coming to a vote, leaving the 
present draft authorization to 
--- - ·expire on June 30th. 
The move requires support from 
34 senators to be effective; and it 
can be stopped only by a cloture 
vote to cut off debate. Two-thirds, 
Third Book 
Is Published 
Dr. James A. O'Brien, associate 
professor of finance and 
management, has published his 
third book, "Managing and 
Marketing Bank Computer 
Serv1ces." 
The author of numerous articles 
for banking and computer industry 
journals and two earlier books, 
Dr. O'Brien's third book is 
published by Warren, Gorham and 
Lamont, Inc., Boston. 
or 66 senators, are needed to cut followed by consideration of the 
off debate, and the first cloture Kennedy amendment to strike the 
vote will come up sometime proposed $3,000 combat bounus 
around the middle of June. included in the package reported 
Expiration of the draft may be out b¥ the Senate Armed Services 
"the last chance before November Committee, and an amendment to 
1972'' to get the U.S. out of the be offered by Senator Hughes for a 
Vietnam War, according to general pay raise. 
Gravel. Ending the draft would cut These will probabJy be con-
off the limitless supply of man- sidered the last week of May and 
power which mkes continuation of the first week of JW1e, together 
the war possible, he said. with other legislation the 
The filibuster is being used filibusterers choose to be con-
because anti-war senators cannot sidered on the floor. It is expected 
muster the 51 votes necessary for ~ that the nUbuster will not start in 
outright defeat of the draft. earnest till the beginning of June, 
National and local peace groups and that any attempt to bring a 
in Washington, Virginia and·. vote on cloture would not be until 
Maryland, have formed a loose after the middle of June, -and 
coalition to lead the fi~ht. · might never occur if the pressure 
The senators presently allied · of legislative business should get 
with Gravel are: William Prox- too great, before June 30. 
mire (D.-Wisc.) Alan Cranston 
(D.-Calif.), Vance Hartke CD.-
Ind.), Marlow Cook (R.-Ky.), and The Well Groomed 
Harold Hughes (D. -Iowa). 
Coordinator of the steering Man Comes 
committee for the anti-draft 
coalition is Ann Pallie. to 
At the present time, several 
amendments will be offered for 
Senate consideration 
The leader of the filibuster can 
allow a vote on those amendments 
to the pending legislation he 
chooses to honor. The Schweiker 




On ht Ave. in Cheney 
Letters to the Editor 
(Continued from Page 2) 
Adequate representation was! 
Greeks were upset as to the matter 
of why negative literature on the 
Greek system is favored for 
publication over the positively-
inclined articles frequently sub-
mitted. ( Greeks are not the only 
organizations ignored in your 
paper-you seem to value 
reporting the progress of mock 
fights between two A.S. 
figureheads than remarking that 
other events of greater interest 
occur on this campus-perhaps 
falling into a rut of printing trivia 
has become power of your 
preformance). 
Does the low interest in the 
circulation of the Easter er 
neccessitate "Splash" stories? It 
has appeared in the past that the 
editor seems to be anti-Greek in 
sympathy, as well as one of his 
Greek staff members. Censorship 
is still not the term for the Greek's 
discontentment with the articles 
printed. 
We feel it did not fashion both 
sides of the .' story and so, 
Panhellenic Council suggested 
that articles designed for sub-
mission to an anti-Greek office for 
publication be first read to 
Panhellenic Council for our con-
sent to its worth-its cir-
cumspection of the entire 
medium- Did our forefathers who 
first designed the competition for 
"Freedom of Speech" not desire 
and enact the signing of their 
documents before submitting 
them to King George and the 
American public? They did! The 
Greeks request the same desires 
and rights! Ask now the definition 
of censorship! 
In regard to replying to the 
contents of the initial article, 
Greek Membership is Falling, 
May 12, 1971, may it be stated, as 
may be seen in the Panhellenic 
Council's secretary's minutes, 
that Panhellenic decided to merely 
request articles be submitted to 
the council for reading (had 
Maureen been present to the 
meeting, she would have known 
the difference between what was 
decided and what she is sup-
posedly arguing against(-not 
necessarily censoring-before 
they were submitted. 
To use one of the editor's trite 
remarks in reverse, Panhellenic 
decided to not "add fat to the 
fires" by oiling the surface with 
public anti-remarks as to the 
contents of the initial article, 
however: May 19th's articles 
seemed to request the comments I 
here submit to the limited number 
of readers who dare to view the 
"one-sided" remarks published in 
your paper !- One-sided? Yes! 
Easterner, under the editor's 
direction, fails to mention the fact 
tqat Greeks play dominating roles 
in the functioning of this campus. 
Most of the A. S. government and 
oriented offices are filled by 
Greeks, including the position of 
President, Activities Vice-
President, Treasurer, Orientation 
Chairman, Innisfree Co-editor, 
and A. S. activities helpers. The 
President and many faculty 









Inland Empire Dealer 
AT 
Valley Volkswagen 
E10000 Sprag'!e WA 4-6900 
• .. .. j 
I l i I 
when a headline suggests "Greek 
Membership Is Falling''-may the 
editor remember that "Greeks" 
refers to a larger "whole" than 
sorority concerts. I ask that this 
letter be printed in yo~ next issue 
in full text as it has been sub-
mitted. 
With consent of Panhellenic 




We have heard what Chiang Kai-
shek had to say about Taiwan and 
the People's Republic of China. 
Now I would like to ask him a few 
questions. 
What type of philosphy do you 
believe in? What do you think the 
war in Viet-Nam is all about? Is 
the domino theory only 
speculative? What is to stop the 
Asian people's want to be free 
from the domination of Big 
Brother, U. S.? What do you think 
was the cause of the Opium War 
besides outright genocide of the 
Chinese people by the profit 
hungry Europeans?. 
You would like to govern both 
Chinas with your party, the 
Kuomintang, and you would enjoy 
flying high freely back and forth 
between the mainland and Taiwan 
aboard an American owned and 
operated airline, wouldn't you? 
You would also like to see im-
perialistic U. S. pump the blood of 
life out of 850 million Chinese 
people now as they did before, 
wouldn't you? You are no more 
than a lacky running dog! 
What kind of Chinese did you call 
yourself? How does Uncle Sam 
organize the American people? 
Isn't the United States runned by a 
few? (people)? Does Uncle Sam 
treat every American ·as · an in-
dividual? 
Think about these questions and 




An $11,724 grant, with half from 
the U. S. Office of Education and 
half matched ~y Eastern, has been 
awarded to Dr. Hugh D. Sullivan, 
mathematics department 
chairman, for the purchase of two 
electronic calculators. 
The laboratory, with each · 
calculator having four keyboards, 
will meet a variety of needs, Dr. · 
Sullivan said. 
It will be especially valuable, he 
said, in mathematics courses for 
teaching and liberal arts students 
who, with the calculators, can be 
taught he fundamentals of digital 
computers without havint to write 
programs. 
he Oldeat "HONDA" Dealenhl 
In The Northweat 
Parts - Accessories - Olis· 




6310 E. Sprague KE 5-3679 
4514 N. Division _HU 7-4166 
I 
& 3 Bed rooms 
~ 1, 2 & Unfurnished 
. Furnished 
{;:( wall carpet 
1;r wall to 
1-t Draperies 
f Built ... l ns 
1;.r Lots o 
_ -:::tr Dishwasher 
.. ..,. Appliances .. 
_-tr dr faciht1es 
-:-: ~ Laun Y 
- 1,-\ . R oms 
1z Storage 0 ; · w· doWS View in 
~ 1 Off Street ~- 1:t Arn P .~ 
parking 
·For single students or .. married couples .. 
-- --- ·- · 
If, you· too, are unsatisfied with the 
ordinary, uncompromising in y9u r 
sense of good taste; and are unwill-
ing to settle for less than the finest-
_ .. ----· - ------- ---- --
1122 Oakland 
eas 
was created for you! 
ADD/1/0NAL 
' 
Don't debate or hesitate ! ! 
* Heated Pool * Recreation Center 
* Pool Tables 
* Ping Pong ·Tables 
1122 Oakland Call 235-4270 Cheney 
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THE EASTER.MER 
Section 
Golfers Make Nationals 
Overcoming adversity and 
defeat throughout the season, the 
Savage golf team put it · all 
together last weekend at the 
Evergreen Conference and 
District I championships to qualify 
for nationals for the sixth con- · 
secutive year. 
Birdies by two OCF players on 
the 18th hole gave the Wolves a one 
stroke edge of over Eastern for the 
EvCo crown but the Savages 
walloped . the District I teams 
Gary Lindeblad shot a 76-68-144 
to capture medalist honors for 
Eastern. Lindeblad, a junior from 
North Central, qualified for his 
third trip to nationals as did 
teammate Bruce Brevet who had a 
76-73-149 score. 
.. "We had a so-so season," said 
mentor Brent Wooten, "but our 
team really wanted this one and 
played their hearts out. The best 
part about it i's that we're peeking 
at the end of the season and should 
play well at the national tour-
nament.'' 
The linkers started out the year 
with the loss of Fred Lufkin, last 
years number one player via 
graduation. Number two golfer 
Greg Strage was ruled ineligible 
and the number three player was 
lost because of a high academic 
load. 
The squad now must wait until 
June 6, 7, 8, 9, for the NAIA golf 
tournament in R<.'ckford, Illinois. 
Besides Lindeblad and Brevet, 
others qualifying and their scores 
were Tom Hendrix, 76-78-154, 
Steve Solomon, 76-76-152, and 
Mark Running, 81-75-156. 
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The i:ntramural season is winding to a close so it is fitting that 
we honor these people who thought of those clever names that we 
see in The Easterner each week. 
Borrowing from my counterpart at Central, Elliot Grieve, the 
first annual Eastern awards honoring excellence in the art and 
sciences of naming intramural teams will be divided into four 
catagories. 
The first catagory honors those names which best depict the 
social life on Easter~'s campus. A bag or bottle of the teams 
favorite intoxicant would be appropriate for the winner. ~he 
. nominees are the Chuggers, Bar Hoppers, Roach Clippers and 
Hustlers. 
In the division where excellence has been achieved in grossing 
out the student body the nominees are E. 0. and B Fers, Cunning 
Runts, Rusty Dildoes, Grunts, and Ballers. The most 
appreciable award the winner could receive is a season pass to 
the El Rey. 
Excellence has also been achieved by those teams who best 
depict the ole Hsuper jock" attitude which Spiro Agnew admire~ 
so dearly. A red, white and blue jock is most appropriate for the 
winner. The nominees are the Jocks, Cedar Apartments, Wild 
Bunch, Vikings and Animals. 
Finally the award honoring the team with most original title 
over the past intramural season. Pearce Hall, Streeter-
Morrison, Sutton No. 2 and Theta Chi top the slate of qriginal 
names and deserve a trophy for their effort. 
The envelope please and the winners! 
In the social life category our choice goes to the Hustlers. 
While plenty of intoxicating goes on each night we feel that day in 
and day out the Hustlers depict the number one social activity. 
It was no contest for the gross awards, Rusty Dildoes were a 
unanimous selection. 
Cedar Apartments have to be the super jock choice. They have 
upheld the tradition of jocks throughout the land. 
Finally the originality trophy should be given to all those 
nominated for their brillance. 
**** 
Reports out of the University of Washington indicate that 
Central Washington basketball mentor Dean Nickolson will 
replace Tex Winter as the Huskies basketball coach. 
Last week Nickolson met with Husky athletic director Joe 
Kearney. Nickolson said his decision to leave Central-if he does-
would be because of the opportunity to coach in the Pacific-Eight 
Conference. . 
''Money also enters into it, too. It would be pretty nice to work 
with full scholarships and a liberal budget," expalined 
Nickolson. 
He has been Wildcat coach for seven years and has guided 
them to the NAIA national tournament in Kansas City each of 
those seven years. 
Distance Men Dominate EvCo 
Central Washington finally lost 
this year, not to Eastern, but to 
Oregon College of Education in the 
Evergreen track and field 
championships, thus preventing a 
Wildcat sweep of major sport 
titles. 
As far as Eastern followers are 
concerned however, the Evco 
track championship should be 
decided on points given in distance 
running events. 
The Savage spikes finished 
fourth overall but piled up 58 of the 
teams 811h points In the five 
distance events. J1oe Ross, senior 
from Spokane, led with wins in the 
six and three mile. Ross is running 
at top from this spring and set a 
new EvCo record ln the three with 
a time of 14: 10.4. 
Bob Maplestone trying for an 
unheard triple in the mile, 880 and 
three mile, all within an hour, was 
successful in the mile where he 
broke the conference mark with a 
time of 4: 12. 7. He ran an excellent 
1: 52.2 880 for second, and in the 
sweltering heat of late afternoon 
placed third in the three behind 
Ross. 
Mike Johnson was third in the 
880 and Barry Jahn ' broke the 
EvCo standard in the 3,000 meter 
steeplechase only to be beaten by 
Central's Terry Kelly. Jahn'~ 
9: 18.9 was best of his career. 
Just missing blue ribbons for the 
Savages were Paul Rosser and Sid 
Muzzy in the pole vault
1 
and 440 
intermediate hurdles respectively. 
Rosser tied Bill Long of Western 
at 14-0 but loss on fewer misses. 
Muzzy suffered a terrible fall in 
the prelims Friday but got back up 
to finish second and qualify for the 
finals. Bandaged from head to toe 
the tough senior was nipped by 
Mike Vorce of Western in a time of 
54.2 in the finals. 
GOING DOWN FOR THE COUNT is intermediate hurdler Sid Muziy as 
be catches the hurdle with bis foot. Moments later Muzzy was sprawled 
out over the cinders at Oregon College of Education but managed to get 
up and finish second. 
Other placers for Eastern were 
Steve Rogers and Jerry Westlund, 
tie .for sixth in the pole vault, 
Westlund sixth in the high jump 
and the mile relay team of Mark 
Lindstrom, Dick Crossett, Kelly 
Durgan and Muzzy, third. 
New Faces To Add Depth 
.. ' , • • • t-
Says EW Football Mentor 
New faces, especially at 
quarterback, may solve some of 
the problems that have plagued 
Eastern football the past few 
seasons . 
New head mentor John 
Massengale will have three QB 
prospects with proven ability to 
Track And Field 
Slated For 1M 
The long awaited intramural 
track and field championships get 
under way today at 3: 30 in 
Woodward Stadiwn. 
The largest field in history is 
expected to take aim at the in-
tramural records and many of the 
standards appear in danger. Also 
of interest will be the showing of 
teams currently vying for the 
overall intramural title. This is 
one of the few remaining events on 
the calender. 
For swimmers the final day for 
registering in intramural com-
petition is Friday (May 28). The 
hnals are scheduled for June 1. 
Potter Wins 
Judy Potter, freshman 
placed first in the Pentatbolon 
competition at a track meet 
hosted by Central Washington 
State College last weekend. 
The five events ·at the meet 
included the 100 meter hurdles, 
the long jump, the 220 yard 
dash, the shot put and the high 
jump. 
Couple w / one child need to 
rent unfurn two bdrm home 
or apt begn Aug '71. Please 
contact G. Frensdorf, 1118 S. 
3rd, Walla Walla, Wa. Ref. 
if needed . 
work with when his gridders open center tranfers. Tim Crabb of 
up practice next September in Cheney will be in the offensive 
preparation for the season opener line, Dean Fugikawa, all state 
with Humbolt State in Arcadia, guard from Hawaii, Gary Phillips, 
California. Bryant, Texas, John Hutchings, 
Pete Glindeman for Mead High transfer Whitworth, and Dan Close 
School was a starter for the of North Central all move into the 
University of Idaho. interior line for the Savages. 
Wink Wehner started at Nor- Running backs include Dick 
theastern Junior College in Anderson, transfer from Pacific 
Colorado and played high school Lutheran, Steve Wilson, former 
ball at George Washington High starter at Easter, Scott Gharske, 
School in Denver, the same school transfer from Univer-sity of 
as basketballer or Dave Hayden. Hawaii, Wahyne Hardan, transfer 
A third candidate for the job is Whitworth, and Steve Eppeson, 
Stan Grabazac from the Raymond, Benton City High School, just out 
Alberta Comets, junior team of the of the army. 
Calgary Stampeders of the In the secondary Massengale 
Canadian Football League. has Dave McGillis, transfer 
In the line, which was a we.ak Wenatchee Valley, Robert 
spot for Eastern, Massengale has Sherwood, starting safety at PLU, 
bolstered it with some excellent Jim Yates, Mesa, and Mike Spuler 
transfers. Steve Tolva a letterman of Endicott. 
two years ago is back and will be Basketball star Darryl Harris is 
at offensive guard. Robert going to try out for wide receiver 
Sheeran is a j.c. transfer from and Dave Reel of Freeport, Illinois 
Shasta, California. is an excellent addition to the 
Dan Toelkas, a starting tackle receivers. 
two years ago, returns and James Next week a look at the let-
Cox a 1969 starter for We.stern...Jaatt:__t,tc"l'F'.JlfflFHSHHr-. --------- - _.c......---r 
Hot Weather Is Coming!! 
Al's Chevron has the equipment to test, check 
and charge your air conditioning unit. Drop 
by for a check up before hot weather hits. 
Chevron 
~ ..... . ~·~ ..ui<:···~ t 
'··.t.:t'· ,.,,,., 




Evergree~ Conference ch mpion Joe Ross finds himself in the middle of the pack in the three mile race during 
the early gofng. Teamma~e Bob Maplestone takes the lead but after running the mile and 880 earlier fell back 
to third. 
Rodeo Team Prep-For 
Nation Is At Region 
Eastern's rodeo team wi,l travel 
to Missoula, Montana, for \a rodeo 
and regional meeting of the 
national intercollegiate rodeo 
association. l 
Bull riding, saddle bronc, 
bareback riding, bull dogging, 
goat tying, calf roping and barrell 
racing will be included in 'the three 
day show. 
Eastern will be the 14th college 
in the Northwest to hold a home 
Awards Thurs 
The annual Scarlet Arrow 
dessert which honors the 
athletes of the past year will be 
held Thursday night at 7:30 in 
the PUB. 
Most valuable player, 
inspirational, captain and 
athlete of the year will be 
presented. 
Wed., May 26, 1971 The Easterner 
Main purpose of the me ting is 
to settle a date for the firs~tl annual 
Eastern sponsored rodeo hich is 
planned for October. E stern 's 
Club, under the direction of the 
Cheney rodeo Association is in-
tia ting plans for the even which 
will draw some 24 teams d over 
150 riders. 
rodeo. This season the Eastern 
team has traveled to Ontario, 
LaG~ande, and Hepner, Oregon, 
Lewiston, Idaho, Bozeman, 
Montana and Toppenish and 
Pullman Washington representing 
Eastern in their intercollegiate 
sport. 
Guest speakers include 
former Spokane Indian, Los 
Angeles Dodger and Japenese 
league baseball player Jim 
Barberi. Joe Cross ex-
president of the Inland Empire 
Sportswriters and 
Broadcasters will be master of 
ceremonies. 
The general public is invited 
and the cost is 50 cents. 
ALL ALONE AT THE TAPE, Joe Ross grabs a prestigious double 
victory in the EvCo track and field championships. Pictured winning the 
three mile Ross also earned a blue ribbon in the six mile event. Ross is a 
senior from Spokane's Ferris High School. 
Orchesi Performance Well Done 
It was man's folly and man's Vietnam. Performing to a dance she 
magnificence rolled ~nto one. It told the created from her experience of his death , If recommendations of the 
story of man's c:lisregard for . his she was able to superbly capture in a few college president are approved by 
environment and hisl society, yet at the brief stiring moments the pain of her loss, the Board of Trustees, Western 
same time touched u on man's humanity and the beauty of her love for the chiid Washington State College will be 
they had together. out of in tercolleg ia te sports 
and ability to work to et.her. competition. · 
0 h d t . f ' 'In the Art Gallery' ' , a dance depicting Because of the current state-This year' s re sis pro uc 100 o 
"Problems, but ife Goes On", what may go on amoung paintings in an wide fin.ancial crunch, Dr. Florr.es 
art gallery after closing time brought recently r ecommended discon-
performed twice la t weekend in the laughter from the audie nce for the tinuing funds for varsity sports. 
music building audi orium to standing humorous antics of Buzz Adams a nd Rita The proposal would become ef-
room only crowds, br ught h0111e in dance fective fall 1972. 
form the truth of our Healow, awe from the a udience for the .. Ron Graham , managing editor 
existence- frustratioJ and fullfillment, acrobatic and pixie-like pe rformance of of the Western Front. the campus 
' t J eanne Wayerski , and love from the newspaper, said the recommended 
bl. tterness and beauty.I t t r college w1'de a udience for the radia nt dancing of Ka thy cu was a par O a -
war, drugs, Ander son. tightening of the budget. He said 
pollution, over-popul tion; yes, they are many other departments on The program closed out in a final campus had received the same, or 
all part of what ma wakes up to each performance depicting once again the nearly the same, recom-
morning, and they were part of the problems existing in socie ty, but showing mendations concerning college 
performance. But so were the poignancy that man has the ability to solve these funds. 
of faith as present d in "The Lord's f . . 1 f The recommendation would only 
to draw enough paying customers 
for self-sufficiency. 
The recommendation stands a 
good chance of passing the Board 
of Trustees, Sherwood said . 
.. Editor Graham said the general 
reaction didn't seem to be one of 
concern , except a mong the . 
athletes a nd the coaches . A 
meeting was to be held yesterday 
to discuss the proposal. 
The athletic director was· said to 
have begun soliciting support for 
alumni and students as soon as the 
recommendation was made, 
Graham said. 
Western currently fields 10 
sports and is budgeted ap-
proximately $80,000 annually , 
Sherwood said (though he was not 
certain of the figures .) 
problems i he strives cooperative Y or eliminate college funding of the 
Prayer," the tend rness of love as their solution. programs, not absolute discon- An Allied Health Professions 
performed by Stan C ss and Terri Gowan It was not a broadway show, but it tinuance of them, though Western Education Improvement Grant of 
Grant Award 1 
in "Searching", an the laughter of brought enjoyment to those who had the Front sports editor Kent Sherwood $19,052 has been received by 
"Everybody on Dec " , a rowdy dance good fortune to come, and in a sense that said for the most sports it would Eastern for the 1971-72 year from 
representing the good times of life. f · Th · mean the end. h enL of Health, 
_ _ _ _ 1~· s~t!_!h~e~fo~u:!!n~d~a!!t~io~n:!_QOUat!Jn~a~rdt~l s~tl.iJoe__fil~m_- +-=wifaniry~s~poirfi-cicomilal~efcc:oonmiie~ seelIIr- EEdd;-;u~ca~tjcio;n~a~n;d1'Welfare. 
_j_ __ -J~ - ---1'----,tra.rnirc.;;;;e.----v.o~ Tru;..;.J;.--tJ.:~~~~ artists who brought their talents to the supporting by fall 1972, Florres Dr. Dana Harter, executive 
performed by Hanneman, a stage last weekend for the Orchesis said, it would be continued. coordinator of the health sciences, 
young dancer whose h sband was killed in production performed their function well . Sherwood said he didn't think ~aid the grant is to provide support 
any sport except basketball would for the medical technology, pre-
Rainier Caves Revisited This Summer 
A repeat visit to Mt. Raine will 
be made this summer b Dr. 
1 Martin D. Mumma and Dr. 
Eugene P. Kiver, professors of 
geography and geology. 
Attributed with the first 
successful mapping of Mt. R iner 
last August, Mumma and iver 
will return to do more rese rch. 
They will map and analyze their 
findings and see if the cave syrtem 
has changed since their pre ious 
visit. 
Mt. Rainer consists of I two 
craters filled· with 300-500 feet of 
-ice and snow, but the surrounding 
rocks reach temperatures as high · 
as 1,186 degrees F. This area 
forms the summit of Mt. Rainer. 
Rocks melt portions of ice and 
make the caves. Kiver and 
Mumma have found a little over a 
mile of continuous passage 
through the crater. Mumma said 
he believed they were the only 
people in the world to aceomplish 
this feat in addition to . !curate 
mapping of the crater a rea . 
"AMBITIOUS MEN ol various trades, NORTH to ALASKA 
and the YUKON, up to $2800 a month. For complete infor-
mation write to JOB RESEARCH, P .0. Box 161, Stn•A, 
Toronto, Ont. Enclose $4 to cover cost." 
be able to support itself. Football dietetic~ and dental hygient? 
is not popular enough among programs and is subject to 
Western students, Sherwood said, renewal next year. 
HELP WANTED: 
HOME ADDRESSERS, COMMISSION MAILERS, 
e nve lope stuffers. For details send se lf-add ressed, 
stamped e nve lope to: 
I David Faulkner, P.O. Box 323, 
Colfax, Washington 99111. 
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More Bicycles Seen This Year On Campus 
by Bill Banger 
News Editor 
Whatever the cause-ecological 
consicence, economics, or fad-the 
" bicycle boom" has finally hit the 
Eastern campus. 
This year the formerly little-used 
bike racks are packed to overflowing 
with the largest fleet of bicycles seen 
on campus in years. The variety of 
bikes seen has also expanded to 
include everything from the old 
" beaters" to some of the most exotic 
two-wheeled vehicles made. 
One of the factors of the bicycle s 
new popularity is the emergence of 
the 10-speed models . The 10 speed has 
a significant weight advantage over 
the old balloon tire type bike , and 
coupled with the hillclimbing ability 
afforded by its 10 gear ratios , the 
bicycle has a new flexibility . 
Thi extended range and peed 
capability has allowed 10- peed ,, 
owners to travel comfortably over 
distances and terrain and rider of a 
re~ular bike wouldn't even_ cO!_l§!~~r . 
Of course, quality has its cost., and 
the price of the new 10-speed model 
runs from around $80 all the way up to 
around $400. 
The bicycles in the $400 range are, 
obviously, only for the serious rider 
and are usually used only for 
competition. These are the Ferraris 
of the bicycle world and are actually 
custom built to the specifications and 
body measurements of the individual. 
The frames are of the highest qua-
lity chrome alloy steel with all the 
rotating parts formed from light 
alloy. The whe.els on one of these 
highly specialized bikes are of tubular 
alloy holding wilk tires weighing only 
a few gram each. Naturally , they are 
fa t and in a recent race held at 
Spokane's Manito park the winner 
:7 
.,,.. '' '· 
averaged over 25 miles per hour for 50 
miles. 
Most of the bikes seen on · campus 
are of a more plebian nature but still 
versitile enough to tempt some 
students to commute all the way from 
Spokane to Cheney. One professor in 
anthropology commutes regularly. 
from S~okane (weather permitting) 
and says the trip is an easy 45-minute 
ride. 
He is enthusiastic about the 
opportunity bike riding gives to 
observe nature at close range and 
a lso the chance to escape that scene 
on the freeway that he describes as 
resembling ''Rommel's retreat.' ' 
Some of the more enthusiastic bike 
riders on campus get together on 
weekends for long tours or -over night 
trips on their bikes, but these are 
informal alliances and as yet there is 
no organized bicycle club. 
Bruce Murray assistant director of 
student activities, who bikes to 
campus from his farm house outside 
Cheney, said he would like to see 
$Orne kind of organization started and 
he has looked into buying some bikes 
for the outdoor program. But he feels 
the initative should come from 
interested student s not 
administration. 
So if a bicycling club does emerge 
from that vast new bike population on 
campus it will be a result of student 
action. 
Whether the cyclists on campus 
organize or not, their numbers are 
bound to continue to grow and their 
influence on the campus life style 
could very well change the 
complexion of the physical life style 
itself, perhaps even hastening the 




Classic Love Story 
College Presidents Hear Higher Ed. Report 
Presidents of Washington Rec~ntexpansion in enrollments from a panel of participants and 
colleges and universities heard a and wider acceptance of higher from the members present. 
by Rick Wiggins 
Staff Writer 
report on the controversial education as the " thing to do'' has Sen. Gordon Sandison , co-
" Report on Higher Education" made these conditions no lQnger chairman of the Joint Committee 
from its director , Dr. Frank viable , but higher education has on Higher Educa.tion of the 
Newman, Stanford University, in a not responded rapidly enough to Legislature, and a panelist, said he 
In 1930, Samuel Goldwyn produced a film version of Emily meeting a t Sea-Tac Motor Inn in these new conditions, Dr. Newman believed the report will be con-
Bronte's powerful love story , " Wuthe ring Heights,' directed by Seattle Wednesday. said. suited extensively by legislators 
William Wylef (Ben-Hur ) a nd sta rring Laurence Olivie r and Speaking at a m eeting of the The r eport is critical o( the and that they will pay attention 
Merle Oberon. The fi lm became an insta nt classic and won the Washington College Association, academic world's acceptance of Richard P. Wollenber g , 
N y k D C T , d f whose member s ar e the presidents its own "conventional wisc;lom" Longview, citizen representative 
ew or ram a n tcs awa r or best pic ture tha t year over of a ll community and four-year ra ther than hard data. ·and cha irman of the Council on 
a nother classic, "Gone With the Wind." colleges and universities, both Reaction of the higher education Higher Education, sa id higher 
Now, in 1971, a long-overdue remake of " Wuthering Heights" private and public, in the state, Dr . · "establishment" to the repo~t has education is getting the same 
has hit the screen, perfectly-timed for today's love-story-struck Newman said P resident Nixon and been that its effect is almost public scrutiny as the American 
audiences. _ _ ______________ ___,,,th,_._,e=:....!S=e,,_,,c..._r=et""'a._._r..J--v-"'o"'--f ~H,.,,.e=al=t"-'-h"-', E~d=uc=a=t.....,io=n.___,t=ot""'a'-'"ll'..J.y_,n.,_,e~g~a~tic..!.v~e >-c, t!!!.;h~a'-.!C.t ~it~t~e~ar~s~d~o~w:!..!nc!___.M.e.di_c;al Association and industr 
and Welfare had endorsed the higher education and its ace- when they were not able to reform 
While there is no doubt tha t in literary merit, the story is a 11 d f di essence of the repor t , and it has eptance. wi am age un l)g in- themse~ves in delivering health 
romance that only Romeo and J uliet could equal, tlte fi lm i~ influ enced the government's future years . It is al so claimed care and in controlling pollution. 
unfortunately mediocre in its acting and Robert Fuest's pr esen t posit io n on higher that policy assessments a nd The public took matters into its 
directing. The story has the power to provide a t remendous education. conclusions are merely hypotheses own hands in the fields of health 
emotional impact , but the fee ling just isn' t that gripping. Dr. E merson Shuck, Eastern and ar e not proved. care a nd pollution, and the same 
president, was named president of Responses to Dr. Newrpan's thing may be happening in higher 
Emily Bronte' s two star-crossed lovers, Heathcliff and Cathy, the associa tion. Dr . Dav id comments about the report came education, he said . 
are portrayed by Timothy Da~ton a nd Anna Calder-Marshall. McKenna, Sea ttle Pacific ··,.-..,... ..... ,...,......,"""".,..,... .... ..,...,...,.....,..,....,... ... ,...._.._... _____ _ 
While Dalton ha s the potentia l to become a very fine actor, Miss University presiden t, is the 
Calder-Marsha ll does not have the capability to project Miss outgoing pr esident. 
~ronte's powerful heroine convincingly. The report was funded by a Ford 
Th · d f h h h Foundation grant. e remam er o t e cast, wit t e exception of ,JL Newman claimed that a great 
Cornwell , who plays Nellie, the young maid, are also rath~r majority of students do not like 
unconvincing in _their roles. Michael Legrand' s (The Thomas what they are getting in higher 
Crown Affair) music score contributed little , but John education, and that this 
t;oquillon' s color photography of the English countryside added condition must be changed. He 
· f said the present system was 
qmte a bit to the mood of the ilm. designed for students who had 
Despite its flaws, the film is an enjoyable one, one whose story relatively limited goals, common 
is a classic in English literature. But what a film the original interests and inte llectual 
must have been! predilections. 
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